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about what Unit Head Ari
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camper!

INSIDE THIS NEWSLETTER:

Golan is Going Places! 
C A M P  S A B R A

"Golan is full of energy! We love

games, water balloons, and

showing all of Camp Sabra who

can cheer the loudest! For the

past month, being the

conquerer of the Gaga Pit is the

greatest accomplishment!" 

 



"SAY CHEESE!"
C A B I N  P H O T O S

Favorite Meal:

Cinnamon Rolls &

Grilled Cheese

Best Camp Song:

Golden Boy

Favorite Evening

Program:  Big Brother

because we got sodas!

One Word/Sentence to

Describe Camp: Fun
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Favorite Meal: Grilled

Cheese

Best Camp Song:

Golden Boy

Favorite Evening

Program: Mario-Kart

and Big Brother Night!

Both were so fun, and

we loved getting to

know the older kids! 

One Word/Sentence

to Describe Camp:

Fun! Memories!  
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Evening Programs:

Every night after dinner, Golan has an

evening program to close out the

night. Campers get to participate in a

new activity each night! 

Pokemon Go

Staff dressed up as Pokemon characters and hid around camp.

Each cabin was challenged with the task to find the staff

members before another cabin did! 

Overnight

Golan had a blast building a fire and cooking their own  dinner

on the beach. They got to choose from various toppings to

create their unique foil packs. The staff told campers stories

and jokes and then ended their night look at the stars in

Hammock Village.

Scavenger Hunt

Golanies were given a list clues to decipher. The clues led to

places around camp where they would find their counselors!  



AREA SPOTLIGHT:

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOUR

CAMPER IN YOUR LAST

LETTER TO THEM

Golan loves going to the swim dock. We

love wrestling on the trampoline and

competing who has the best jump of the

dock! 

What has been your

favorite all camp

activity? 

What team are you on

for Maccabia? 

What is something

new that you learned?

Tell me your favorite

chant or song.


